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About this manual 
 After a general introduction into the development environment this user 

manual of the MotionBasic IDE gives you an introduction to all work 
steps, which you do with the IDE: from installation, over file organisation 
to flashing programs in your Xemo controller. 

  

Remark 

You find the MotionBasic programming guide with quick start guide and 
detailed language reference in a separate document, [SYSTEC717]. 

  
 Chapter 1 – Overview of MotionBasic and the Xemo controller  

Outline of the programming language and the controller  
 
Chapter 2 – Introduction to MotionBasic 
Explanation of the basic elements of MotionBasic 
 
Chapter 3 – Introduction to the IDE  
Components and modes of operation of the development environment  
 
Chapter 4 – Installation, starting up and ending  
Installation, starting up and ending of MotionBasic 6  
 
Chapter 5 – The MotionBasic 6 work area  
Overview of the IDE work area  
 
Chapter 6 – File organization in MotionBasic 6  
Principle, creation and editing of project and program files  
 
Chapter 7 – Compilation  
Conditions, store or flash XCode in Xemo controller  
 
Chapter 8 – Connection the PC with the controller 
Interface parameter, program start and process 
 
Chapter 9 – Error search with the IDE 
Error types, methods for troubleshooting 
 
Chapter 10 – Menus of the IDE 
Description of the menus in the IDE 
 
Chapter 11 – Online operation with Xemo!Go 
Short description of the surface of Xemo!Go 
 
Chapter 12 – Appendix 
Compatibility to MotionBasic 5, bibliography 
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Important symbols in this manual 
 

 
 

 indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, will result in death 
or serios injury. 

 

 
 

 indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, could result in 
death or serios injury. 

 

 
 

 indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, may result in minor 
or moderate injury. 

 
  
 indicates a property damage message. 

 
  Identifies an instruction. 

 

Remark 
 

Please read passages, which are marked with this symbol, definitely. 
Get important information about dealing with these instructions and 
conditions or limits for the use of the MotionBasic IDE. 

 

 Tip 

Learn addition facts and practical tips in sections, which are marked with 
this symbol. 

 
[SYSTECxxx] The literature abbreviation [SYSTECxxx] refers you to other manuals by 

Systec. See the bibliography in Chap. 12.2. 
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1 Overview of MotionBasic and the Xemo controller 

 In the normal controlling of machines, a distinction is made between two 
kinds of information processing: trajectory and switch functions. Moving 
an axis belongs to the trajectory functions, clamping a workpiece is a switch 
function. There are two systems for controlling both functions. The "CNC" 
control – Computer Numerical Control – is responsible for the trajectory 
functions, where as the PLC - Programmable logic controller (PLC) – man-
ages the switch functions. Each control system has its own programming 
language; they communicate with one another via interfaces.  

  
 The Systec Xemo controllers combine both control functionalities in one 

device. To make uniform programming possible, Systec has developed the 
programming language "MotionBasic". BASIC, an easily learned program-
ming language, provides the foundation for MotionBasic. Systec expanded 
the BASIC language standard with commands for controlling both trajec-
tory and switch functions. 

  
 The first step to take for working with MotionBasic is to install the IDE (In-

tegrated Development Environment) on the PC (see Chap. 4.1). As soon as 
that has been installed, you can start to work with MotionBasic. The Xemo 
controller does NOT have to be connected for practise purposes and/or to 
write programs.  

  
 If the PC, the Xemo controller, and the machine are connected to one 

another, the system is basically ready to run. The Xemo controller permits 
two forms of operation.  
With the one, individual MotionBasic commands can be sent direct to the 
controller. That is made possible by the user interface "Xemo!Go." This 
functionality is quite helpful for initial set-up or test purposes, as you do 
not have to write a complete program. For this kind of operation, the con-
troller must be constantly connected to the PC; for that reason it is called 
"online operation."  
Furthermore, you always work in online operation when transferring HPGL 
or ISO (G code) commands or programs by using the Xemo DLL. 

  
 In contrast to that, you can write a complete MotionBasic program with 

the IDE on the PC. You can also test it from there. After you have com-
pleted it, you can permanently store it in the Xemo controller's memory. 
Afterward, you can detach the connection to the PC. Your program will 
now run independent of the PC in the so-called "Offline operation." 

  
 How does the Xemo controller know which machine it needs to function 

with? Depending on the individual application, the number of axes, the 
trajectory velocity, the performance data of the motors, the accuracy of the 
positioning, etc. all vary.  
All this data is defined as "system parameters." This is deposited in so-called 
registers. You can view these registers just like mail boxes. Each register 
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contains a system parameter and can be addressed via a number or a 
name. The velocity of an axis, for example, is stored in the register with the 
number 2000 and the name "_Speed." You need to determine the specific 
data of the machine before putting it into operation.  

  
 At first, all system parameters are preset with default values so that the con-

troller is in a defined status after being switched on. These presettings are 
selected in such a way that the positioning control usually operates without 
or with only a few parameter settings. If the parameters are to have other 
values than the presettings, you need to modify them correspondingly in 
the MotionBasic program. 
For example, add a subprocedure call-up at the beginning of your Motion-
Basic program and write the specific parameters of your application into 
this subprocedure. 
Individual parameters can be defined online for the start-up procedure or 
for test purposes. 
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2 Introduction to MotionBasic 

  MotionBasic is a modern, structured programming language for the 
 multiaxial, positioning and trajectory controller ‘Xemo’.  Motion-

Basic combines the BASIC standard language with elements of the Pro-
grammable Logic Controller (PLC) and language rules for numerical con-
trollers (DIN 66025, ISO-Code: G-Code for trajectory conditions) 

  
 

 
Fig. 1 Overview of different possibilities of addressing the Xemo controllers 

  
 MotionBasic is not only a programming language. Incorporated into Mo-

tionBasic are the Integrated Development Environment (can be run on a 
PC), the user interface Xemo!Go (online tool) for the Xemo controllers as 
well as the Xemo DLL with which programmers can integrate MotionBasic 
commands into their programs. The positioning and trajectory controller 
Xemo naturally belong to MotionBasic as well. Fig. 1 shows a selection of 
Systec Xemo controllers. 
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Development en-
vironment 

The Integrated Development Environment IDE contains all of the tools 
(program editor, compiler, debugger) necessary to write a program. With 
the IDE you write a program, store it in the controller and test it.  

  
Xemo!Go Online operation is made possible with the user interface Xemo!Go. 

Xemo!Go is a kind of software which accepts and interprets online com-
mandos and then sends them to the controller. Online programming with 
Xemo!Go simplifies and shortens the machine start-up. The axes as well 
as the inputs and outputs can be tested without your having to write an 
entire program. For such tests, some instructions are even available in the 
form of buttons; i.e. you don't even need to enter the commands. 
For the use of Xemo!Go, also see [SYSTEC775]. 

  
Online The Xemo controller permits online and offline operation. Online opera-

tion means that the controller must be connected to the PC. Individual 
MotionBasic instructions are sent from the PC to the controller where they 
are immediately carried out. Online operation is made possible by the 
user interface Xemo!Go. Another possibility for online operation is 
through use of the Xemo DLL with the help of which a PC program created 
by a programmer can communicate with the Xemo, or through transfer of 
HPGL or ISO code. 
For the use of HPGL and ISO codes, see [SYSTEC772]. 

  
Offline Offline-operation, by contrast, means that the controller is functional with-

out connection to the PC. For offline operation you write a complete Mo-
tionBasic program on the PC. Upon completion, it is translated (compiled) 
into a machine language which controllers understand. Then you perma-
nently store the program in the controller's "Flash" memory. The PC can 
now be separated from the controller ("offline"). The controller executes 
the programs on its own. This occurs e.g. after switching the controller on 
or after input via the control panel, depending on how the unit is pro-
grammed. 

  
Combined online 
and offline opera-
tion 

A possibility which is quite appropriate for testing is a kind of combined 
online and offline operation. Offline operation means that functional pro-
grams or subprocedures are stored in the controller's memory. In online 
operation, these programs can be called up from within Xemo!Go or an-
other PC program by entering single orders. For this purpose, e.g. system 
characteristics can be modified. It is likewise possible to enter individual 
commands parallel to a running program. 

  
Xemo-DLL, Library For users who would prefer to program their applications on a PC in Vis-

ualBasic, VisualBasic for Applications (VBA), Visual C, LabVIEW, etc., Mo-
tionBasic provides the necessary tools. Via the Xemo DLL, MotionBasic 
instructions can be imbedded into these programming languages. The syn-
tax of the library and DLL functions or procedures is described in the Mo-
tionBasic DLL manual. For use with Unix (Linux), a functions bibliography 
in source code (XemoLib) of the programming language "C" is available. 
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Subprocedures Subprocedures which have been stored in the controller can also be called 

up online. Parameters can be entered through the parameter register. 
Complex processes can be called up externally. 

  
Multitasking MotionBasic capable of multitasking. Multiple program parts (tasks) can be 

processed at the same time. The number of simultaneously active tasks is 
unlimited. In this way, MotionBasic is given PLC functionality. All active 
tasks divide the CPU time evenly among themselves. 
 
The execution of online commands occurs in a separate task independent 
of internally running tasks. For that reason, it is possible to execute online 
commands at the same time as internally running programs and/or tasks. 

  
Data exchange If the Xemo controller is, for example, a subordinate part of a larger appli-

cation, it must communicate with superordinate controllers and/or calcu-
lators. Via a series of parameter registers, MotionBasic programs can ex-
change data with external devices. These registers can be accessed by Mo-
tionBasic programs as well as by external systems. 
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3 Introduction to the IDE 

3.1 Components of the integrated development environment IDE  

 The integrated development environment (IDE) consists of a program ed-
itor, a compiler, and a debugger. With the IDE, you can write Motion-
Basic programs, load them into the motor controller and test them. 
 

 The integrated development environment (IDE) consists of the following 
components: 

  
Program editor With the program editor, you write your MotionBasic programs. 
  
Compiler The compiler translates your MotionBasic program into a machine lan-

guage which the controller understands.  
Because of the fast compiler cycle (edit, compile, execute program), your 
development work is very effective. With just a single command, your 
program is automatically compiled and transferred to the controller: the 
program is then activated and halted at the section just edited. Now you 
can, for example, execute each individual program step. 

  
Debugger Checking out a program and/or searching for errors in it are called de-

bugging.  
For such debugging, the IDE provides a variety of tools. You can set 
breakpoints to interrupt the execution of the program at a particular 
place. You can run through critical sections of the program step by step. 
When doing that, you can efficiently exclude sections, subprograms and 
functions which have already been tested and verified. You can oversee 
any number of variables in two separate “surveillance” windows. 
Changes to variables through the course of the program become imme-
diately visible. 

  
Simulating an opera-
tor terminal 

If you use a controller with an operator terminal, you can also simulate 
the terminal functions on the PC. In this way, relevant programming can 
be tested and optimized without having to be connected to the control-
ler. 

  
Xemo!Go When initializing complex systems, it is always necessary to create/re-

create a certain specific status for the machine. The integrated online 
tools help you do this. With our autonomous program – Xemo!Go – you 
can control the entire machine; e.g., position axes at specific locations 
or configure outputs. This facilitates and shortens the initialization pro-
cess because the entire functionality of the machine does not have to be 
executed for each test. With this process, you can concentrate on those 
sections of the program or functions of the machine which are still not 
performing properly. 
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3.2 The MotionBasic IDE operational modes  

MotionBasic 6 and 
Xemo!Go 

The IDE provides two operational modes: so-called online and offline 
operation. 

  

Remark 

You don´t toggle between the modes offline and online mode with the 
operational mode switch of the Xemo controller. 
For the functionality of the operational mode switch, see the respective 
user manual of the Xemo controller. 

  
MotionBasic offline 
operational mode  
  

 
Fig. 2 Offline operational mode 

  
 “Offline operational mode” means that the generation of the program on 

the PC and the execution of the program in the controller are two com-
pletely separate processes. The first process, the generation of the pro-
gram, must be concluded before the second process, the execution of the 
program, can succeed.  
In the offline operating mode, a program is generated completely within 
the MotionBasic IDE on the PC. The completed program is then trans-
lated (compiled) into a language understood by the controller and trans-
ferred to the controller. There it is saved in either non-retentive (RAM) or 
permanent (Flash/ROM) memory. Now the program can be executed by 
the controller. Here, again, there are two possibilities. To search for errors 
in the so-called debug mode, the execution of the program can be con-
trolled by the PC (The program is stored in the controller’s RAM).  
In contrast, a completed program is stored in the flash memory where it 
remains permanently, even after the controller has been switched off. Ac-
tivation can be done by the controller itself; i.e. the controller no longer 
needs to be connected to a PC. 

 
 

Remark 

After the first programming or flash load, when the program is started for 
the first time, error 31, Invalid signature in EEProm, may occur. After 
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clearing the error, the correct check-sum is generated and you can work 
normally.  

 
MotionBasic online 
mode with  
Xemo!Go   

 
Fig. 3 MotionBasic: Online operational mode with Xemo!Go 

  
 In the online operational mode, you can communicate directly with the 

controller, not only with complete programs, but with individual Motion-
Basic instructions as well. This mode is intended for test purposes and 
initialization.  
The application program Xemo!Go has been provided for the online 
mode. Xemo!Go can be called up directly from MotionBasic, but also 
functions autonomously.  
In Xemo!Go, you can directly enter individual MotionBasic instructions 
and transfer them to the controller. The controller then immediately ex-
ecutes those instructions. For certain selected instructions, such as run-
ning axes or configuring outputs, there are even special command but-
tons. Accordingly, you can execute these MotionBasic commands with a 
click of the mouse. 

 

3.3 Offline programming  

 You write a MotionBasic program in the Integrated Development Environ-
ment IDE. 

  
 Once you have written the program, translate (compile) it into a language 

which can be read by the controller. Then store the compiled program in 
the controller. There are two ways to do this. You can store your program 
in the main memory (RAM), where it will remain stored as long as the 
controller remains switched on. After the controller is turned off, though, 
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that memory is erased. Programs stored in the main memory can be tested 
from the PC with utilities such as e.g. single-step functions (see Fig. 4). 

  
 

 
Fig. 4 Offline operation: During the programming phase, the PC is permanently con-

nected to the controller 

  
 It is also possible to store programs in the controller's "Flash" memory 

where they will remain available even after it has been switched off and 
on. In that case, the PC can be detached from the controller. The program 
runs autonomously in the controller (see Fig. 5).  

  
 

 
Fig. 5 Offline operation: The permanent connection to the PC is no longer needed 
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3.4 Online programming 

 In the previous chapter, we presented an example of an offline program. 
Offline means that a program is written on the PC and then stored in the 
controller, where it runs autonomously, i.e. without being connected to 
the PC: 

  
 MotionBasic permits a combination of online and offline programming. 

Online programming is the term used when commands are immediately 
executed via the programming interface. 

  
Xemo!Go A part of MotionBasic is the user interface Xemo!Go. There individual 

MotionBasic instructions can be entered into a command line and sent 
to the controller. The controller immediately executes these commands; 
they must not be embedded in a complete program. The syntax is iden-
tical top the syntax in offline programming, as described later in this man-
ual. The command arguments may consist of compounded expressions. 
Variables, however, cannot be used. 

  
 

 
Fig. 6 Online operation: The PC is connected to the controller; individual com-

mands are executed directly by the controller. 

  
 Online programming with Xemo!Go simplifies and shortens starting a 

machine up. The axes, inputs and outputs can be tested with your having 
to write a complete program. 
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4 Installation, starting up and ending  

4.1 Installing MotionBasic 6  

 You will find the installation file suitable to your Xemo control,  
  MotionBasicIde_6.5.6.exe,  
on your Systec CD-ROM into the folder 
  Xemo\Xemo_Software, 
or on your DriveSets CD in the folder 
  DriveSet_Software. 

  
Installation file from 
the internet 

You can download the installation file as well from our website 
(http://www.systec.de/index.php?id=270&L=1 ). 

  
Difference of versi-
ons 

On the website you will find two different versions of the installation file. 
Reason: for Xemo controllers with integrated Ethernet interface, you 
need another program to update the Xemo firmware as for Xemo con-
trollers without integrated Ethernet interface. 

  
 Xemo controllers with integrated Ethernet interface, Firmware 847, e.g. 

Xemo-Step, new generation of Xemo R and Xemo S: 
 XemoUpdate.exe 
Xemo controllers without integrated Ethernet interface, Firmware 667, 
e.g. Xemo M, Xemo B: 
 ST10-Flasher.exe 

  
 Download IDE suitable to your Xemo controller. 
  
Installation of Mo-
tionBasic 6 

Start the execution of the installation via double click and follow the in-
stallation instructions. MotionBasic 6, Xemo!Go and the program to up-
date the firmware will be installed. 

 

 Tip 

The program XemoUpdate.exe can update not only the firmware of the 
Xemo controller, but also read and write the parameters of the Ethernet 
interface – via USB cable and with the operating mode switch set on "A". 

 

4.2 Starting MotionBasic 6 

 Start the development environment  
with a double click on the symbol “MotionBasic 6.5.6” or via  
Start/Programs/Systec/MotionBasic/MotionBasic6.5.6.  
In case a newer program version is provided, the name will change ac-
cordingly. 

 

4.3 Ending MotionBasic 6 

 Close the program by clicking on “Exit” in the “Files” menu. 

http://www.systec.de/index.php?id=270&L=1
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5 The MotionBasic 6 work area  

5.1 The application window  

 The following image shows the MotionBasic 6 application window  
  
 

 
Fig. 7 MotionBasic application window 

 

5.2 Areas and functions of the application window 

Menu bar Area with pull-down menu options  
  
Name of the project 
file  

MotionBasic differentiates between project and program files.  
At the top edge of the application window, the name of the project file 
presently open is displayed. 

  
Standard function 
icons  

These icons encompass the standard Windows program functions such as 
copy, paste, cut, etc. 

  
Compiler icons  MotionBasic programs are translated (compiled) into a program code 

which can be read by machines. In this process, a so-called “Xemo code” 
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(XCode) is generated. Via these icons, you can e.g. call up the compila-
tion, load the XCode into the controller’s working memory or perma-
nently file it in the flash memory. 

  
Debugger icons  The debugger is used to search for programming errors. With it, you can 

control the execution of the program. There are, for example, various 
single-step functions for this purpose. You can likewise set breakpoints in 
order to halt the execution of the program at selected lines in the pro-
gram. 

  
Work space bar & 
column  

The program files linked to specific MotionBasic project files are displayed 
in this column. By double-clicking on a file name, you can open any file 
not already opened. Further, you can enter variables from your program 
into a list. Then, when the program is being executed, the values which 
the variables assume are displayed. 

  
Output bar The output bar is divided into three subwindows.  

In the “Generated” window compiler commentaries are displayed when 
you translate (compile) a program.  
The two “Surveillance point” windows can be used to search for errors. 
You can enter variables from your program in a list here. Then, when the 
program is being executed, the values which the variables assume are 
displayed.  

  
Output bar naviga-
tor  

With the navigator, you can select one of the three windows “Generate,” 
“Surveillance point 1” or “Surveillance point 2.” 

  
Program file 
window  

The MotionBasic program files are displayed in this window. Here you 
can generate or modify programs.  
You can call up program files in this window independent of a specific 
project file. 

  
Program file naviga-
tor  

Use the navigator so select the file which you want to work on.  

  
Status bar  This gives you information about the present status of the program. For 

example, if you are generating or modifying a program, the cursor posi-
tion will be displayed in the field by its column and line location numbers.  

 

5.3 Editor functions 

 The editor of the IDE offers a range of convenient functionalities. 
  
Fold procedure By means of the minus square (see Fig. 8), you can fold your subfunc-

tion; by means of the plus square, you can unfold it (see Fig. 9 ). 
The area which is included by the subfunction is indicated by stylized 
brackets for better clarity. 
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In the folded condition (see Fig. 9), you only see the first line of the 
subfunction as headline. 

  
 

 
Fig. 8 Example of the editor functions syntax emphasis, line numbering and folding 

subfunctions.  

  
 

 
Fig. 9 By using the plus square, you unfold your subfunction. 

  
Line numbering Line numbering offers you some good orientation within the individual 

files. 
  
Syntax emphasis Different language elements are highlighted through different text col-

ours in the editor (see Fig. 8).  
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6 File organization in MotionBasic 6 

6.1 Introduction  

 This introduction is provided for beginners who are not familiar with the 
concepts “project files” and “program files.” If you are already familiar 
with this kind of file organization, you can skip this and proceed to sec-
tion 6.2. 

 

6.1.1  File organization principles in MotionBasic 

File organization in 
MotionBasic 

There are two kinds of files used with MotionBasic; project files and pro-
gram files. 

  
 

 
Fig. 10 File organization in MotionBasic 

  
Project files  In MotionBasic menus, displays, etc. project files are simply marked with 

“project.” They contain no program code, but rather simply serve to or-
ganize program files. You can picture them as file folders which contain 
one or more files. You can recognize project files by the “.mbp” ending.  
In addition to their organizational functions, project files also fulfill an 
important technical function in regard to controllers. Before they are 
transferred to a controller, MotionBasic programs must be translated into 
a language which can be read by machines. The translation process itself 
is called compiling and it results in a so-called Xemo code, called an 
“XCode” for short. Compiling of MotionBasic program files is possible 
only when these are incorporated into a project. 
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Program files  You write your MotionBasic programs in program files, which, in Motion-
Basic, are simply called “files.” These program files comprise the program 
code for running axes, surveying inputs or managing outputs.  
For certain machine control functions such as initialization or running 
axes, you can set up your own files; e.g. one file with the name “init.mb” 
and another called “runaxis.mb.”  
You cannot simply compile single or multiple files by themselves and 
transfer them to a controller. They must first be assigned to a project. You 
need to create a project file even for a single program file. 

  
Subprograms  A program file can contain a number of MotionBasic subprograms. How-

ever, one (and only one) of these must bear the name “main.” After being 
started, the controller searches for this “main” subprogram and executes 
it first. If there is no subprogram “main,” the compiler announces an er-
ror.  
If you incorporate a number of program files into a project, the subpro-
gram “main” must be included in one of these files. The title “main” can 
be used only once in a project. 

 

6.1.2  Advantages of file organization  

Advantages of file 
organization  

Which advantage do you as the programmer gain from the file organiza-
tion in MotionBasic?  
This functionality is especially helpful in generating and maintaining ex-
tensive controller instructions. An example for clarification: suppose that 
a dual-axis system is used for inspection purposes, and there are three 
different kinds of inspection involved. Depending on the specific inspec-
tion, the axes follow different routes. System initialization, reference runs 
and security functions are the same for all inspections though.  
In such a case, MotionBasic program files such as these would be appro-
priate: 

  
Init.mb  (Initialization, reference run and security)                                                 
RunAxis1.mb  (Inspection route 1) 
RunAxis2.mb  (Inspection route 2) 
RunAxis3.mb  (Inspection route 3) 
 

 These program files would be organized in three projects 
 Project file   Program file 

Investigation1.mbp Init.mb., RunAxis1.mb 
Investigation2.mbp Init.mb., RunAxis2.mb 
Investigation3.mbp Init.mb., RunAxis3.mb 
 

 
 

Even at the time when you are generating a program you can see one 
advantage of this file organization. Program segments which are needed 
in all projects only need to be programmed one time, and it is necessary 
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to generate only one file. Let us suppose that a change must be imple-
mented in the security function: you need alter only one program file – 
the file init.mb – for this central assignment. Because all of the projects 
address “init.mb,” this modification is now valid for all three inspections.  

  
Summary  In MotionBasic there are program files and project files. You write your 

MotionBasic program code in the program files. Such program files can 
be generated and modified individually, but they cannot be compiled 
and transferred to a controller.  
These program files are organized in projects (project files). Because only 
projects can be compiled and transferred to a controller, program files 
must be assigned to a project. One file, though, can be used in a number 
of projects. A file which has been assigned to one or more projects can 
be modified without any of those projects being open. 

 

6.1.3  Project files 

 Project files – simply called “projects” for short – are used to organize 
MotionBasic programs and their files. Projects do not contain program 
code, but instead reference program files (i.e. files containing program 
code) which have been assigned to them. In addition, project-related 
information is stored in them. Such information can include, for exam-
ple, the number of open program files or the configuration of the debug-
ger.  
Generating several program files makes it possible for you to divide a 
complex application into subordinate tasks. You can then program these 
subordinate tasks individually and independent of one another. These 
individual program segments are then combined into a main file by the 
project file.  
In addition to their organizational functions, projects also have a tech-
nical function as well: in MotionBasic, only projects can be compiled. 
Put more precisely, program files are compiled through the projects to 
which they have been assigned. Therefore, even if you have only one 
program file, you must generate a project for that single file. 

  
 Functions in regard to project files will be discussed in a subsequent sec-

tion. 
 

6.1.4  Program files  

 You write your MotionBasic programs in program files, simply referred to 
as “files” in MotionBasic. You can recognize these by their “.mb” suffix. 
A MotionBasic program file can contain one or more subprograms. It 
must, however, have one subprogram with the name “main.” The sub-
program with the name “main” is the first part of the program which a 
controller locates and then executes. If you generate several subprogram 
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files for one project, only one of those files can contain the subprogram 
“main.”  
It is quite important that single program files cannot be compiled and 
transferred to a controller without being contained in a project. More 
about that in the next section.  

  
Writing programs  The basic functions of the program editor correspond to those of a word 

processor. In the menu “Edit,” you will find commands such as cut, copy, 
paste, etc. See section 7.10.3. for further descriptions.  
The program editor recognizes MotionBasic instructions as well as value 
allocations and displays these in different colors.  
With the help of a tabulator function, you can structure the program text 
with indentations. Further, you can modify font type and size in the dia-
log window “Format” which you can find under the menu “Extras / Op-
tions ….” 

  
 The file functions for program files are described in the following section. 
 

6.1.5  Administration of project and program files – schematic display  

 Project and program files can be opened in various constellations. If you 
are unfamiliar with this kind of file organization, the possibilities which it 
offers may at first seem rather confusing. For that reason, we are providing 
a short synopsis in the form of a schematic display here. 

  
Constellation 1 
 

 
Fig. 11 Project and program files are open 

  
 Project file Program files  

Open  All program files belonging to this project 
are open (File1, File2, and File3) 
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Constellation 2 
 

 
Fig. 12 Project and a file pertaining to the project as well as a non-project file are 

open 

  
 Project file Program files  

Open One program file (File1) belonging to the 
project is open. Another file (File4) which 
does not belong to the project is also open. 

 

  
 Not all files which belong to a project must be displayed in the file win-

dow, i.e. be open. If you need to work on only one file of an extensive 
project, you can open this one specific file by itself. Likewise, more files 
can be open than those which belong to the project. 

  
Constellation 3 
 

 
Fig. 13 Project files open, program files closed 

  
 Project file Program files  

Open No program files belonging to the project 
are open. 

 

 Basically, this constellation does not make any sense. A file/The files can 
be opened through a menu or by a double click on the file name(s) in the 
“Workspace” window, 
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Constellation 4 
 

 
Fig. 14 Several program files open but no project; compilation cannot be effected.  

  
 Project file Program files  

Not open One or more program files are open. 
 

 Program files can be edited without a project being open, but compilation 
is not possible then. Compilation can only be done if a project is open.  
This functionality only makes sense when you want to quickly and easily 
view something in a program file. You can open such a program file with 
a double click. In such a case, it will be opened as a single file without 
the associated project.  
Project files can also be created and/or edited without being assigned to 
a project. If such files are to be compiled, though, they must be assigned 
to a project. 

 

6.2 Generating and editing project files  

Generate a new pro-
ject file  

With the command “New file” from the “File” menu you can generate 
a new project file. After calling the order up, the following dialog window 
“MotionBasic – new project” appears. 

  
 

 
Fig. 15 Creating a new project 

  
 In this dialog window, you should enter the project name and select the 

directory where you wish to save the project file. After you have con-
firmed the entry, the project file will be saved immediately. Up to this 
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point, no program file has been assigned to it. This is the next step to be 
taken. Only one project at a time can be open.  

  
 

 
Fig. 16 Project file with at least one program file 

  
Assigning a program 
file to a project  

After you have first created a new project, no program file has been as-
signed to it yet. What is more, if you then open program files or create 
new ones via the menu “File,” these will NOT automatically be assigned 
to the project. You need to specifically define their assignment. You do 
that with the command “Add to project” in the “File” menu. Here you 
have the choice between “New file”, “Existing files”, “New contour”, or 
“Existing contour”. 
 

 
Fig. 17 Assigning a file to an existing project 

  
Add to project / New 
file   

With this command you generate a new program file which is immedi-
ately incorporated into the project just created/opened. You can recog-
nize this because the program name immediately appears in the work-
space window. 

  
Add to project / Exist-
ing files  

With this command you assign already existing – or, more precisely – 
previously saved program files to the newly opened project. A file which 
you have just generated with the “New file” command and which you 
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have not yet saved cannot be assigned to the project at this time. Assign-
ment of a program file is not possible until that file has been saved.  
When a program file is added to a project, it is not important if the file 
is open or not.  

  
Save / Save project  

 
Fig. 18 Saving a project 

 
You can save a project file with the command “Save / Save project” from 
the “File” menu. Information relevant to this project file is saved through 
this command as well. That includes the file name as well as project-
related configurations. Those can be, for example, settings for the debug 
mode as well as breakpoints and previously surveyed variables. 

  
Save as/Save project 
as 

You can save your project using a different name if you select “Save pro-
ject as” in the menu item “Save”. Please note that only the project file, 
.mbp, is saved but not the program files. 

  
Open project  You open an already existing project with the command “Open project” 

from the “File” menu. The project will be opened in exactly the same 
condition as it was when you saved it. In the “Workspace” window, all 
files will be displayed which belong to the project. Whether or not these 
files are open depends upon their status when they were saved the pre-
vious time. 

  
Deleting a program 
file from a project 

If you wish to remove a program file from a project, select the proper 
file in the “Workspace” window by clicking on it with the mouse. You 
can then delete its allocation with the command “Delete” in the “Edit” 
menu. The program file is now no longer part of that project, but it does 
still exist as a file. 
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6.3 Generating and editing program files  

Generating a new 
program file  

You generate new program files with the command “New file” from the 
“File” menu. It is not necessary for a project to be open for this. You can 
also generate several new files.  

  
 

 
Fig. 19 A newly created file is not integrated into a project yet.  

 A program file newly generated by the command “New file” in the “File” 
menu is not immediately assigned to a project, regardless of whether a 
project is open or not. 

  
Open existing pro-
gram file 

With the command “Open file” from the “File” menu, you can open 
previously saved program files. You can also open several files at once. 
A project does not have to be open for this. It does not matter if the 
existing files belong to another project (or projects). 

  
Save program file  You can save your program files with the command “Save file” or the 

command “Save / Save file as” in the “File” menu. This command applies 
to a single file.  
If you have more than one file open and have modified some or all of 
them, you do not have to save them individually. With the command 
“Save all” in the “File” menu, you can simultaneously save all open files. 
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7 Compilation  

7.1 Compilation of the MotionBasic program 

 In order for the controller to receive an executable program, the Motion-
Basic program text must be compiled. That translates the MotionBasic 
instructions into a so-called "Xemo code” – “XCode” for short. You can 
run this compilation process off and on while you are generating the pro-
gram. The compiler checks for various kinds of errors, including those in 
MotionBasic instructions (syntax errors), so this gives you running feed-
back on the accuracy of your programming. 

Only project files 
can be compiled 
 

For a program file to be compiled, it must be assigned to a project file. 
Individual program files cannot be compiled. As a result, it is necessary to 
create a project for even one single program file. You can find extensive 
information about this topic in section 6.1. 

 If you have not opened a project, do so now by executing the command 
“Open project” in the “File” menu. If you have not yet created a project, 
then do that with the command “New project” in the “File” menu. Assign 
your new program file to the project file with the command “Add to pro-
ject / Existing files…” in the “Project” menu. You can find extensive in-
formation about this topic in section 6.1.3. “File organization in Motion-
Basic.” 

  
Compiling Select the command “Compile” from the “Create” menu. 
 The compiler now translates all program files belonging to the open pro-

ject. It does not matter here if the program files are open or closed. Dur-
ing this process, the results of the compilation process will be displayed 
in the “Output window” of the “Create” dialog window. Both the com-
piled files and any errors discovered will be listed. 

 

Remark 

Please note that the MB compiler is a two-pass compiler  and therefore 
also accepts variables and functions which are to be declared at a later 
point, but that the preprocessor has only one pass. 
So constants which are to be used in the preprocessor must have been 
declared previously. If this rule is not obeyed, odd effects may occur 
whose causes can be difficult to determine. Therefore, it is strongly rec-
ommended that constants for the preprocessor are placed in a central file 
at the start.  
The preprocessor processes the files in the order in which they appear in 
the project window. The context menu of the project window also in-
cludes an item for rearranging the files so that you can move a file subse-
quently to the start and thus change the order of processing. 

 
Compiler error mes-
sages  

During the translation process, the compiler checks the program text for 
syntax errors. If it discovers an error, the compilation process is immedi-
ately interrupted and the error displayed in the “Create” window. At the 
same time, a dialog window with the same text message will appear. An 
arrow in the left column of the file window will point to the program line 
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in which the error has been discovered. After the error message has been 
confirmed, MotionBasic will return straight to the line containing the er-
ror in the open program file. You can now edit the program text and 
eliminate the error. Afterward, start a new compilation. Compilations al-
ways run up to the first error message.  

  
 You can find extensive information about possible errors in section 9.1. 
  
Successful compila-
tion  

When the compilation has been successfully concluded, the message 
“Done” will appear at the end of the list in the “Create” window. Your 
complete MotionBasic program has now been translated into the XCode 
which can be read by machines. How do you continue with this XCode 
now?  

  
 

 
Fig. 20 Compilation of MotionBasic programs 

  
 It makes sense to transfer the XCode to the controller. There are two 

alternative ways to do this. You can transfer the XCode into the control-
ler’s working memory (transient) or flash memory (permanent). In both 
cases, the PC and the controller must be connected by the interface ca-
ble. Configuration of the interface parameters will be described in Chap. 
8.1. 
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7.2 Using the XCode 

Loading XCode into 
the controller  

This is done through the command “Download in RAM” in the “Create” 
menu. The XCode is temporarily stored in the controller’s memory. It will 
be deleted as soon as you turn the controller off. This storage mode is 
very important when searching for errors in the program: debugging is 
possible only when you load the XCode into the controller.  
A program which has been stored in the controller’s working memory can 
only be executed from the PC. 
 

Loading the pro-
gram into flash 
memory  

The XCode is transferred to the controller and stored there permanently 
through the command “Download in ROM” in the “Create” menu. The 
PC no longer needs to be connected to the controller, as the controller 
itself can execute a program stored in its flash memory. The program is 
started by switching the controller off and on. Of course, the program can 
only run independently when it has been programmed accordingly. 

Create an XCode file  
 

XCode can be written into an external file with the command “XCode / 
Create XCode file” in the “Create” menu. After this command has been 
called up, a dialog window appears in which you can determine the 
name and file location for the XCode file.  
An XCode file is a non-readable binary file. It makes it possible for you to 
pass on compiled MotionBasic programs which exclude the recipient 
from access to the source code.  
With the command “Download XCode file into ROM,” in the “Xemo” 
menu, these files can be transferred from the PC to the controller and 
stored there. 

Create a list file  
 

Through the command “XCode / Display XCode” in the “Create” menu, 
a file is created from a MotionBasic project which lists all the MotionBasic 
instructions included in it. For each instruction, the specific XCode is dis-
played together with its specific line number. This file is useful when a 
Xemo controller running independently of a PC announces an error. The 
error message contains the line number of the XCode error. With help of 
the list file, you can trace down the location of the instruction with the 
error.  
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8 Connecting the PC with the controller  

8.1 Setting the interface parameters 

 In the menu Extras/Options, please select the “Communications“ tab.   
  
 

 
Fig. 21 MotionBasic: setting the interface parameters 

  
 In the dialog window, select the interface used on your PC. You need to 

set the bit rate at 19200 for a serial interface.  
 
Type of communica-
tion 

In the dialog box, select the interface used on your PC. 

  
 USB Do you want to talk the Xemo control via USB, select USB. 
  
 Ethernet Also adjust USB for Xemo controllers with integrated Ethernet interface.  
  
 In addition you need to assign the value 3 (Ethernet as the desired inter-

face) to parameter 1407 and the IP address of the Xemo controller to 
parameter 1409 in your MotionBasic program. Comfortable, make this 
assignment via ComDevice before the main program call sub main, see 
example. After compiling the MotionBasic IDE then "knows", about 
which interface and to which Xemo controller the program should be 
sent. 

 
Example  ComDevice = TCP "192.168.1.204" 
   
  'Main program 
  sub main 
   ... 'MotionBasic code 

  end sub 
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 Tip 

If you are even unsure what IP address has your Xemo controller: with 
the program XemoUpdate.exe, you can read and write the IP address 
(and other parameters for the Ethernet interface) – via USB cable and 
with the operating mode switch set on "A". 

 

Remark 

For Xemo controllers with integrated Ethernet interface, the Setup pa-
rameter 1407must be set in any case. This is comfortable about the pro-
gram XemoUpdate.exe – via USB cable and with the operating mode 
switch set on "A". 
Select the desired interface through ComDevice in the tab Setup, see Fig. 
22. Then click on "Schreiben" (write). 

 
 

 
Fig. 22 XemoUpdate.exe: Tab Setup to adjust the interface at the Xemo controller 

 
 RS232 – COM 
 Ports 

For the RS - 232 interface, select COM port. In the "COM Ports" section, 
set the corresponding interface on 19.200 baud rate.  

  
Execute mode In the “Execute mode” select Xemo. With this setting, you can transfer 

programs to the Xemo controller. In the “Local” mode, no data is trans-
ferred to the controller. It serves simulation purposes on the PC. 

 

8.2 Program start and run  

Hardware require-
ments  

Your PC must be connected to the controller via either the serial or a 
USB interface. The interface parameters must be set as described in the 
previous section.  
If the Xemo controller is to receive a program from the PC, the operation 
switch must be set to either “0” or “F.” In position “F,” the controller is 
ready for operation once it has been turned on: a program can be started 
from the PC. In position “0,” the controller automatically starts a program 
stored in its flash memory after being turned on. 
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Fig. 23 Operation switch on the Xemo controller at position “F”. 

  
 The controller can be controlled from the PC in the operation switch 

positions 0-2 and "F" (online, mixed operation, Xemo!Go). 
  
Software require-
ments 

Your MotionBasic program must have been compiled without errors be-
fore it can be transferred to the controller. Select “Compile” in the “Cre-
ate” menu. Transfer the compiled program to the controller with the 
command “Download in ROM” in the “Create” menu.  
Your program is now temporarily stored in the controller. You can only 
start it from the PC. In order to load a program into the controller, any 
program running at the moment must first be stopped. If that is not done, 
MotionBasic will display an error message and require that the program 
be stopped.  
This section describes the command for starting the program and the 
possibilities of interrupting the program during execution. In the follow-
ing section “Error search,” we will show you the possibilities of step-by-
step control. If you are a beginner or even an inexperienced user, you 
should read the next section and then execute your program step-by-
step.  

  
Execute (F5) Select the menu command “Execute” from the “Debug” menu. The pro-

gram will start. The text message “Execute” appears at the left in the sta-
tus bar. If the program has been modified previously, it will be compiled 
again prior to starting. The program will continue running until it stops 
itself – if, of course, it has been properly programmed.  

  
End 
(Shift + F5) 

With “End” in the menu “Debug,” the program will be completely 
stopped. The debugger is no longer active then. A new program run (re-
start) is only possibly from the very beginning of the program – i.e. at the 
“main” routine.  

  
Stop  With “Stop” in the menu “Debug,” a program is stopped during its exe-

cution. It stops at the program line active at that moment, but is not ac-
tually ended. Active motor motions, though, are broken off. In the status 
bar, the text message “Stopped” is displayed.  
The execution of the program can be continued from the place where it 
was interrupted. That is possible with a step-by-step command such as 
“Process step” or “Single step.” Part of the program can be executed with 
the command “To the cursor” or to its end by clicking on “Execute.” 
These commands are described in detail in the following section.  
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Re-start  
(Icon support text 
“Re-start”)  

A program which has been stopped can be re-started with “Re-start” in 
the “Debug” menu. All variables are returned to their original status, ex-
ecution of the program starts at the beginning.  

  
Additional functions  For testing a program, the development environment offers additional 

possibilities of intervening in the execution of a program. You will find a 
detailed description in the next chapter.  
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9 Error search with the IDE 

 MotionBasic’s integrated development environment (IDE) provides a va-
riety of possible ways to develop programs. Among those are project ad-
ministration, the modular structure of programs, and very fast compila-
tion. However, any program can contain errors (bugs) which prevent it 
from running as desired. 

  
Debugging “Debugging” means the systematic search for and correction of program 

errors. The IDE puts at your disposal a group of tools which are described 
below. 

 

9.1 Kinds of errors  

 There are three basic kinds of errors in programs: syntax, runtime and 
programming errors. 

  
Syntax errors Syntax errors occur when MotionBasic’s syntax is not observed during 

programming. A program file cannot be compiled if it contains incorrect 
or wrong instructions. If the compiler encounters a false instruction dur-
ing compilation, it will break the process off. The line with the false in-
struction is indicated by an arrow in the left column of the file window. 
Further, a window with a text message about the error appears. That 
same message will also be displayed in the “Create” window of the out-
put window.  

 Common causes of syntax errors are mistakes in spelling or the omission 
of commas in instructions as well as references to non-defined variables. 
In procedure or functional call-ups, false kinds of variables or an incor-
rect number of parameters are often communicated. 

 After an error has been eliminated, a new compilation run can be 
started. If all syntax errors have been eliminated and the program file is 
compiled without any errors, the program can then be executed. At this 
stage, you can then search the program for runtime and logical errors. 

  
Runtime errors Runtime errors occur if an inacceptable action is implemented during 

execution of the program. In such a case, the program itself contains 
valid instructions and, accordingly, compilation is carried out without 
error. Instead, the errors will occur during the execution of the program. 
Such errors include, for example, exceeding the limits of an area in an 
array, or definition of a trajectory path which is larger than then physical 
dimensions of the axis. If MotionBasic discovers such an error, it issues 
the following message: 
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Fig. 24 Example of a runtime error, error 63 in this case 

 
Error message: run-
time error  

After the error message has been acknowledged, MotionBasic goes di-
rectly to the program line containing the error. In addition, this line is 
marked by a blue arrow displayed in the left column of the file window.  

Programming errors Programming errors are fundamental errors in a program’s structure, usu-
ally caused by a mistake in the programmer’s thinking. All instructions 
are correct in their syntax, all values are within the permissible limits, 
and, accordingly, the program is compiled without problems. What the 
program does, though, is not what the programmer intended: variables 
assume false or unexpected values, axis movements are not executed as 
desired, program instructions are not properly completed.  
Such errors are often quite hard to find as they cannot be discovered 
automatically. Accordingly, the integrated debugger provides a variety of 
tools to help you track down such errors. By monitoring instructions and 
variables as well as through direct intervention in the execution of the 
program, you can isolate and eventually resolve program errors. 

 

9.2 Methods of error search  

 Sometimes when a program does not function as you want it to, the 
errors are immediately obvious and you can easily and quickly correct 
them. Errors are, however, often hidden and quite difficult to find, espe-
cially when sections of the program interact with one another. In such 
cases, it is often useful to interrupt the execution of the program at a 
particular point and then continue with its execution step-by-step, all the 
while monitoring the values of variables and expressions. This controlled 
program execution enables a systematic search for errors. In this way, an 
error can be isolated and then successfully eliminated.  
The following sections describe the various possibilities made available 
by the IDE’s debugger. 

  
Monitoring program 
execution  

The most important function of the debugger lies in its monitoring of the 
execution of a program. If you execute the program step-by-step and 
observe exactly how each instruction is carried out, you can determine 
more easily which section of your program is causing problems. The de-
bugger provides four tools for this method:  

– Execution of individual instructions  
– Entry into subprograms  
– Execution of a program up to a specific point  
– Returning a program to its original status 
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Monitoring variables  As you execute a program line-by-line, you can monitor values and/or 

changes in the values of variables. For this purpose, MotionBasic pro-
vides two so-called monitor windows in the output bar There you can 
enter into a list those variables which have already been defined in a 
program. During execution of the program, the list will then display any 
changes in the values which the variables take on. 

  
Simulation of the 
Xemo controller’s 
user interface 

Xemo R controllers can be equipped with an optional display and con-
trol panel. The Xemo B also includes a display and control panel. Both 
operational units have the same functionality, contain almost exactly the 
same keys and have similar displays, but they do differ in their configu-
rations. The Xemo R’s display has four lines of 20 characters each and 
four function keys beneath the display. The Xemo B’s display has four 
lines of 40 characters each and six function keys beneath the display.  
 
For the Xemo S controllers, Systec offers a separate control unit (OT300) 
which looks exactly like that of the Xemo B’s control panel.  
 
The Xemo control panel is depicted In MotionBasic. That means that the 
control units can be simulated. You can call up the control panel through 
“Extras / Xemo-panel.” 

  
 

 
Fig. 25 Simulation of the Xemo controller’s interface 

  
 All of the user interface’s function, e.g. entries via keys, text shown on 

the display, or activation of the LEDs, can be simulated. The controller 
does not have to be connected to the PC, but the setting “local” must be 
selected for the interface (Extras/Options/Interfaces) 
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9.3 Monitored program execution  

Single step  (F8) 
 

When you debug a program, a program line is the smallest unit which 
you can execute. If you include a number of instructions in one line, 
though, these are not executed individually, but rather in one step to-
gether.  

  
 All debugger operations, the execution of individual instructions, the en-

try into a subprogram, and the interruption of a program relate to lines. 
The debugger shows through a yellow arrow in the left column of the file 
window which line it will process next. 

  
 The step-by-step execution of the program is possible through the com-

mand “Procedure step” in the “Debug” menu. With “Single step,” Mo-
tionBasic branches off into subprograms or functions and executes these 
step-by-step as well. 

  
Procedure Step with-
out branching off 
into subprograms  

“Procedure step” and “Single step” differ in the way in which they man-
age subprograms and/or function call-ups. Whereas “Single step” jumps 
into subprograms, “Procedure step” treats them as individual instructions 
and continues with the next line after a subprogram has been executed. 
If you are fully certain that a subprogram functions properly, you do not 
have to go through it with single steps. You can use “Procedure step” and 
avoid branching off into the subprogram. 

  
 Incidentally, you can alternate the use of “Procedure step” and “Single 

step.” As long as no subprogram or function call-up is pending, both 
commands have the same effect. Let us assume that you encounter a 
number of subprogram call-ups during the step-by-step execution of your 
program but do not want to examine all of them. Then use “Procedure 
step” in that case and use “Single step” for those which you wish to ex-
amine. 

  
 If you change program text with “Single step” or “Procedure step” during 

the execution of a program, a warning will appear: 
 

  
Fig. 26 Warning and enquiry if the program was changed during the execution 
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 Before a change to a program is implemented, you must stop the pro-
gram. Afterward you must re-start it again for testing. 

Jump back  
(Switch + F11) 

With “Jump back” in the “Debug” menu, a subprogram which you have 
branched into will be executed as normal from the present program line 
until the end of the subprogram. Then MotionBasic leaves the subpro-
gram and waits in the program line after the subprogram call-up. 

  
Interrupting the exe-
cution of a program 

There are two ways to run a program with the debugger up to a specific 
point and stop it there. 

Up to cursor  The easiest way is simply to place the cursor at the line at which the 
program is supposed to stop. Afterward, click on “Up to cursor” from 
within the “Debug” menu. At first the program will run normally up to 
the instruction at which the cursor is standing. There it will stop. Now 
you can check the variables and either let the program continue running 
or execute it step-by-step. 

  
Breakpoints  The second possibility of stopping a program at a certain point consists 

of setting a breakpoint at the chosen line. When the program is running, 
it will be stopped at the instruction marked with the breakpoint. Break-
points are more flexible in their use because you can set a number of 
breakpoints at different places throughout a program. You will find a 
description of breakpoints in section 9.5. 

9.4 Monitoring variables  

 If you debug a program step by step during its execution and want to 
keep an eye on the variables while doing so, you can call up two so-
called “Watchpoint” tab cards. There you can enter the variables which 
you wish to monitor in a table. The values of all monitored variables are 
then displayed at all times during the execution of the program.  

Opening the “Out-
put” window  

You can find the Watchpoint tab cards in the “Output” window. If that 
window is not opened, you can call it up in the main menu under “View 
/ Output.”  

 

 
Fig. 27 Output bar, monitoring variables in the “Watchpoint” windows 

  
Adding variables  Select either the “Watchpoint 1” or “Watchpoint 2” window.  

Enter the name of a variable in the table by clicking on a blank space in 
the “Name” column. That marks the “Name” and the neighboring 
“Value” fields. A click on the right mouse key opens a context menu.  
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Fig. 28 Menu window for entering a variable 

  
 Select “New” An entry field will open in the first table area or, if variable 

entries already exist, in the first free table area. Now you can enter the 
name of the variable which you wish to monitor during execution of the 
program. Confirm your entry by hitting the return button or by clicking 
on the mouse outside the entry field. The variable is now included in the 
list of the expressions to be monitored.  

 

Remark 

Please keep in mind that variables, which you have declared by Defin or 
Defout, are not yet supported. 

 
Deleting variables  Place the cursor on the variable which you wish to delete. When you 

click the right mouse key, the variable will be marked and an option 
window will open. Select “Delete” there.  

 

 
Fig. 29 Context menu with existing variable entries 

  
Renaming variables  Place the cursor over the variable which you wish to rename. When you 

click on the right mouse key, an option window will open. Select “Re-
name” there. The variable name will be highlighted and can now be 
changed.  

Deleting all variables  Place the cursor over one of the table fields in the “Watchpoint” window 
and click on the right mouse key. In the option window which appears, 
select “Delete all.”  

 

9.5 Breakpoints   

 To aid in searching for errors, MotionBasic provides you with the possi-
bility of setting breakpoints in program lines. Execution of the program 
will then be halted at those lines. 

  
Setting individual 
breakpoints  

To set a breakpoint, first place the cursor in the program line at which 
the execution of the program is to be halted. Then select the command 
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“Reverse breakpoint” in the “Debug” menu. At the left border of the 
window at the level of the program line, a red dot will be displayed. That 
shows you that a breakpoint has been assigned to a program line. You 
can also call up the option window for setting breakpoints by clicking the 
right mouse key.  
You can set breakpoints at various places in the program text. Likewise, 
you can distribute breakpoints among various program files which you 
are working with. 

  
Modifying individual 
breakpoints  

You can modify breakpoints by enabling and disabling them. Once you 
have set breakpoints and wish to run a program without interruption, 
you do not have to delete your breakpoints, but can simply disable them. 
Then, when you are ready, you can simply enable them again. The po-
sitions of the individual breakpoints are maintained. This function speeds 
up debugging, as enabling and disabling breakpoints is faster that setting 
and removing them.  
You can also modify a breakpoint by placing the cursor on it. Then select 
“Enable/disable” from the “Debug / Breakpoints” menu. The disabled 
breakpoint will now be displayed as a red dot with a white center instead 
of a solid red dot. You can re-enable a breakpoint by executing the same 
function a second time.  
You can also call up an options window for modifications by clicking the 
right mouse key. 

  
Deleting individual 
breakpoints  

To delete a breakpoint, place the cursor in the specific program line. 
Select “Reverse breakpoint” in the “Debug” menu. 

  
Display and edit all 
breakpoints  

You can search for a breakpoint in the program by scrolling through the 
program text and placing the cursor at the proper place.  
A more comfortable alternative, though, consists of calling up a list of all 
breakpoints. You do this by clicking on “Edit” in the “Debug / Break-
points” menu. Breakpoints can be enabled and/or disabled in this list and 
directly targeted and removed as well. 

  
 This function is only active when breakpoints have already been set. All 

breakpoints existing in the project are displayed in the list. By displaying 
the file name of the program file and the line number, it shows you where 
breakpoints exist. 

  
 This display is especially helpful with larger programs, as you can access 

all breakpoints directly from the central list.  
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Fig. 30 List of all breakpoints 

  
 The following functions are available: 
Enabling / disabling 
breakpoints  

The checkmark box at the head of the line serves to enable and/or disa-
ble each specific breakpoint. A box with a checkmark shows that a break-
point is enabled. You make changes by clicking on the box. 

  
Edit code  Once you have marked a breakpoint in the list, you can jump directly to 

the program line containing that breakpoint by clicking on the “Edit 
code” button. 

  
Enable all  All breakpoints are enabled  
  
Disable all  All breakpoints are disabled  
  
Remove  A marked breakpoint is deleted from the list  
  
Remove all  All breakpoints in the project are deleted  
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10 Menus of the IDE 

10.1 Overview 

 There are eleven pull-down menus available in the menu bar. 
 

 
 Fig. 31 The menu bar 

 
 Descriptions of the individual functions, see the following chapters. 
  
 Menu Chapter from page 
 File 10.2 45 
 Edit 10.3 49 
 View 10.4 50 
 Contours 10.5 52 
 Project 10.6 59 
 Build 10.7 60 
 Debug 10.8 61 
 Xemo 10.9 62 
 Tools 10.10 65 
 Windows 10.11 68 
 Help 10.12 69 
 

10.2  “File” menu   

 

New project  
Create a new project file. After you call up this command, a dialog win-
dow appears in which you enter the name of the project file and the 
place it is to be stored. At least one program file must be assigned to a 
project file. Assigning a program file is described in the “Add to project” 
menu section below.  
New file  
Create a new MotionBasic program file. This command can be executed 
whether or not a project is open. A new program file is NOT assigned 
to a project, even when one is open. Assignment must be carried out 
explicitly via the “Add to project” menu.  
----------------------- 
Open project  
Opens a project file. A dialog area appears in which you can determine 
the kind of file. The default comprises MotionBasic project files with the 
suffix “*.mbp”. In this case, only project files are displayed.  
Only one project can be open at a time.  
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Open file  
Open an existing MotionBasic program file (.mb), a MotionBasic con-
tour (.mbg) or a file of a different format (*.*).  
Program files can be opened regardless of whether any project file or 
the corresponding project file is open.  
Files in a format differing from the MotionBasic format: The IDE calls up 
the program associated with the file. This program opens the file in a 
separate window.  

  
 

 
Fig. 32 Selection of the file format to be opened 

 ----------------------- 
Add to project  
 

 
Fig. 33 Subitem “Add to project” 

 
New file  
Create a new file and assign it to the project  
Existing files  
Here you can select an existing MotionBasic file (or files) and assign it 
(them) to the project  
New contour  
With this menu command, you can convert a “DXF” file into a Motion-
Basic graphic file and assign it to the project. The name of the new 
“mbg” file must be assigned by the user.  
Existing contour  
An existing MotionBasic graphic file (*.mbg) can be incorporated into 
the project.  
 

 ----------------------- 
Close project  
An open project file is closed  
Close file  
A program file is closed.  
If the program file belongs to a project and the project is open too, the 
file window is closed. The program file continues to be assigned to the 
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project, though, which is shown by the display of the file name in the 
workspace bar.  
 

 ----------------------- 
Save 

 
Fig. 34 Subitem “Save” 

 
Save project  
Saves a project file. The project file must have at least one program file 
assigned to it (see above under “New project”).  
If you execute changes in program files of an open project, the program 
files are also saved by the command “Save project” as well.  
Save project as  
An open project file can be saved under a different name  
Save file as  
A MotionBasic program file can be saved under a different name.  
If a program file which is assigned to a project is saved under a different 
name, this new name will be displayed in the file window immediately. 
The file does NOT, however, automatically belong to any project, even 
if one is open at the moment. This is shown by the fact that the new file 
name does not appear in the workspace bar. If you wish to assign the 
file, you must do that via the “Add to project” menu. 

 ----------------------- 
Save file  
Save a MotionBasic program file  
Saving is done independently of a project file  
Save all  
All open MotionBasic program files are saved 

 ----------------------- 
Page setup  
This and the following commands refer to the printing of a MotionBasic 
file.  
Set the paper format and page borders  
Print preview  
Previews the program file to be printed  
Print  
Print a MotionBasic program file  
Print setup  
Paper format, configure the specific characteristics of the printer con-
nected to the computer 

 ----------------------- 
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Recent projects  
List of the most recently opened projects. The number of the projects 
to be listed can be set under “Extras / options / workspace” menu.  
Recent files  
List of the most recently opened files. The number of the files to be 
listed can be set under “Extras / options / workspace” menu.  

 ----------------------- 
Exit  
Exit MotionBasic 6. 
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10.3 “Edit” menu  

 

Undo 
Refers to the program editor. The most recent change can be reversed.  
Redo  
Can re-implement the action(s) just reversed with “Undo.”  
----------------------- 
Cut  
A selected section of text in the program editor can be cut and stored in 
a temporary memory.  
Copy  
A selected section of text in the program editor can be stored in a tem-
porary memory.  
Paste  
A section of cut or saved text can be inserted at the cursor’s location  
-----------------------  
Delete  
Delete refers to several areas of the development environment.  
Selected sections of text in the program editor are deleted.  
Selected variables in the “Watchpoint” windows are deleted from the 
list.  
Program files which have been assigned to a project can be deleted from 
the project file. Select the file which you wish to remove from the project 
and select “Delete.” That deletes the connection between the program 
and project files.  
Select all  
Refers to the program editor and selects the entire text of the program 
file active at the moment.  
-----------------------  
 

 

Find (Ctrl F)  
Opens a window with search function for the program files on the left. It 
offers various options which enable you to narrow your search. The 
search direction – to the end or the beginning of the document – as well 
as the restriction to whole words and case sensitivity can be set.  
Find next (F3)  
Renewed search for the character, sequence of characters and/or words 
defined under “Find.” The search is carried out to the end of the docu-
ment.  
Find previous (Shift F3)  
As under “Find next” but in the direction of the beginning of the docu-
ment.  
 
Replace (Ctrl H)  
Individual characters, character sequences and/or words can be located 
and exchanged for others.  
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Find in files (Ctrl Shift F) 
Search function for all program files of the current project. Various op-
tions as with the ordinary search. The results window (tab: search) shows 
a list of the file paths and lines containing the search term. By double 
clicking on the line with the located file, you can open the corresponding 
file and the cursor is positioned at the location point. 
 

 
Fig. 35 Example of the results of a search conducted in all files of the project   

 
 -----------------------  

Go to  
You can jump to a specific line number. The line numbers are displayed 
in the status bar.  
-----------------------  
Properties  
Characteristics of the active program file. This includes the file name and 
date of the last change. You can add a commentary to the file in this 
window. 

 

10.4 “View” menu  

 In the “View” menu, you can select which MotionBasic windows and 
symbol bars you wish to have displayed. 

 

MotionBasic 6 contains the following windows:  
 
Output (Output bar)  
Lower right window. Contains the subwindows “Output”, “Watchpoint 
1” and “Watchpoint 2”.  
 
Status bar  
Lower right line in the MotionBasic application window. In various win-
dows, the line and column numbers, for example, are displayed, as well 
as MotionBasic status descriptions such as “Edit”, “Execute” or 
“Stopped”.  
 
Workspace  
Left window with a listing of the program files which belong to the open 
project file. 
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 Find 

Left window with search function within the current file and the whole 
project. 

 

Remark 

The window of the search function can be changed from a window 
docked to the workspace into a freely movable window by dragging with 
the mouse. 

 
 ------------------------------------ 

Standard toolbar  
 

 
Fig. 36 Display of the toolbar with symbols for the standard Windows functions 

 
Build toolbar  

 

 
Fig. 37 Display of the toolbar for coding, downloading into ROM or RAM 

 
Debug toolbar  
 

 
Fig. 38 Display of the toolbar for debugging  

 
 Graphics toolbar  

 

 
Fig. 39 Display of the toolbar for the graphic functions  

 
------------------------------------ 
Customize  
Here you can implement your personal customization of the MotionBa-
sic applications 
 

 

 Tip 

You can change the ordering of a toolbar by seizing and moving the bar 
with the mouse at the left (red marking in Fig. 40). 
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Fig. 40 Point of action for changing the position of a toolbar; the example given 
here is the toolbar “Debug”  

10.5 “Contours” menu  

 

In the “Contours” menu, all functions are enabled which you need to 
edit and transpose your contours into MotionBasic code.  
The menu commands are only active when the file presently displayed 
is a contour file with the suffix “mbg” (MotionBasic graphic). 
Zoom in  
The contour display is enlarged  
Zoom out  
The contour display is reduced  
Zoom fit  
Returns to the contour’s initial size  
----------------------- 
Reverse all  
The trajectory directions of all contours are reversed  
----------------------- 

  
 Show directions 

 
Fig. 41 Display of contours WITH directional arrows 
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Fig. 42 Display of contours WITHOUT directional arrows 

  
 Show names  

With this menu command, the display of the names of individual contour 
sections can be activated and/or deactivated.  

  
 

  
Fig. 43 Display of names is deactivated 
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 Show order  
With this option, the order of the individual contours can be activated 
and/or deactivated.  
 

 
Fig. 44 This example shows the order in which the contours are executed 

  
 Show grid  

Here the display of grid dots behind the graphic can be activated and/or 
deactivated. These grid dots help orientation.  
----------------------- 

  
Editing functions Contours  

With this menu command you can initiate a detailed modification of a 
contour:  

 
Fig. 45 Window for rearranging the order of the individual contours  

 
If you mark a single contour section, you can move this section in the 
order with the “Up” and/or “Down” keys as you wish.  
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With “Delete,” this contour section can be deleted. 
 
With “Modify,” you access the contour’s properties (see Fig. 46). 

  
 You can move the contour’s start point, change the kind of tool selected 

and, under “Extras,” influence further options of the various tools. (See 
“Contour” menu, “Tools”).  

 
Fig. 46 Mask for modifying a contour 

 
You can move the contour’s start point, change the tool selected and 
influence further options of the various tools. (“Contour properties” 
menu, “Tools”).  

 ----------------------- 
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 Tools  
With this menu command, you can modify the tools which belong to the 
contour (see Fig. 47).  

 
Fig. 47 Overview showing the status of the tools assigned to the contours 

  
 In this window, you can activate/deactivate the illustration of all contour 

sections of the tools displayed by clicking on the respective light bulb.  
 

Remark 

If you remove the checkmark for a kind of tool in the “Enabled” column, 
the relevant tool is deactivated. This means that a contour section for 
which this tool was selected will not be executed. Consequently, upon 
generation of the MotionBasic code, no code is generated for this specific 
contour section. 

 
 You can create a new tool with the button “New.” An existing tool can 

be deleted with the “Delete” button, and you can make changes to a 
tool with “Modify” (see Fig. 48).  
 

 
Fig. 48 Mask for modifying a tool 
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 Here you can select the display color for this tool. In addition, you can 
modify the tool’s name, width and speed for the selected tool. 

  
Example If you have a milling machine, for example, you could assign various di-

ameters of the milling tools to the contours. 
You could also assign tools so that one contour is for rough-machining 
and another for finishing. 
----------------------- 
 

Integration into an 
MB project 

Generate MB code  
With “Generate MB code,” you can generate the MotionBasic code 
which this contour will then follow in the Xemo.  
 
The advice on p. 56 is to be noted.  

   
Fig. 49 Generation of MB code from the contours 

 
The code can take the form of a motion command (lin, circle, arc, …) or 
in the form of an array which the programmer can then use in the rest of 
his program code. By switching from “Mode” to “Array,” you generate 
the code in the form of an array. 
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Fig. 50 The same coding as in Fig. 58: Generation in arrays 

 
If you call up “Save as”, then you can save the displayed code in the 
MotionBasic file with the suffix “.mb”. 
 

 
Fig. 51 Saving the generated code 

 
This MotionBasic file will be added to the open project.  
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10.6 “Project” menu  

 

Add new file  
A new program file can be opened and immediately incorporated into 
the project file open at the moment.  
Add existing file  
Existing program files can be assigned to project files open at that mo-
ment.  
Add new contour  
The same function as in the “File / Add to project / New contour“ menu.  
Add existing contour 
The same function as in the “File / Add to project / Existing contour“ 
menu.  
Reorder files  
A window appears in which you can reorder the files. As an alternative, 
mark a file in the file list, click on the right mouse key and select the 
function from the context menu.  
Remove from project  
If a file is marked in the workspace, then it can be excluded from the 
project with this command.  
Properties  
Properties of the active project file. Entry of the project name and the file 
directory. In a blank space, you can add a commentary to the project.  
 

 
Fig. 52 Properties of the open project 

If the project has been compiled since the last change, this will display 
how much storage memory the program, the RAM variables, the EEprom 
variables and the stack need.  
If a controller is connected, the amount of storage space available in the 
Xemo will also be displayed here.  
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10.7 “Build” menu  

 

Compile 
A MotionBasic project is translated into instructions (Xemo-Code = 
XCode) which can be read by machines and thus by the controller.  
----------------------- 
XCode  

 
Generate XCode  
The instructions (XCode = Xemo-Code) which are generated during 
compilation of a MotionBasic program can be written into an external 
file with this command. After this command is called up, a context win-
dow appears in which you can determine the file name and storage lo-
cation for the XCode file.  
An XCode file is a non-readable binary file. It enables the transmission of 
translated MotionBasic programs in which the recipient has no access to 
the source code.  
With the command “Download to ROM” from the “Xemo” menu, these 
files can be transferred to and stored in the controller.  
List XCode  
“List XCode” generates a file from a MotionBasic project. This file lists all 
MotionBasic instructions contained in the project. The specific XCode of 
each instruction is displayed with its corresponding line number.  
This file is useful when a Xemo controller running independently of a PC 
announces an error. Together with the error message, the line number 
of the XCode is displayed in which the error has occurred. With help of 
the list, you can track down the MotionBasic instruction in which the 
error has occurred.  
----------------------- 
Download to RAM  
The MotionBasic program is loaded into the controller’s working memory 
(RAM). There it is stored temporarily. (When the controller is turned off, 
the program is erased.) The program can be started from the connected 
PC. In this operational mode, debugging the program is possible.  
For this function, the Xemo controller’s operation switch must be turned 
to either position “F” or position “0”.  
 
Download to ROM  
A MotionBasic program is stored permanently in the Xemo controller. If 
the controller’s operation switch is set to position “0”, the program will 
start automatically when the controller is turned on provided, of course, 
it has been programmed to do so.  
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10.8 “Debug” menu  

 

Run (F5)  
You start a MotionBasic program with “Run.” If you have already com-
piled and transferred it to the controller, it will start immediately. If not, 
then “Run” will initiate the compilation and transfer.  
The complete program will be run. If breakpoints have been set, the pro-
gram will be executed up to each one of these and stopped in sequence. 
Continuation is done with “Run” or “Step into.”  
Run to cursor  
The program is run until it reaches the place where the cursor was set.  
Restart  
The program will be started again.  
End  
Execution of the program is stopped  
Break  
If a program is running, it can be interrupted by “Break.” The position in 
the program is indicated by an arrow at the left edge of the window. A 
program paused in this way can then be restarted with “Run” or in “Step 
into”. 
----------------------- 
 
Show next  
With this command, you can display the next instruction due to be exe-
cuted. This is helpful when you have several files open and want to check 
on something. Select “Show next” and the cursor will jump to the file 
which contains the instruction.  
Step into (F8)  
With “Step into” you execute a program step-by-step. You can work your 
way forward program line by program line and observe the program’s 
execution.  
Step over (F11)  
Basically, the program is carried out in the same way as in the “Step into” 
mode. However, the process does not branch off into a called-up sub-
program (procedure or function), but instead the entire subprogram is 
processed in sequence.  
Step out (Shift-F11)  
Jump back into the called-up program from a subprogram.  
----------------------- 
 

 Breakpoints 

 
Fig. 53 Submenu for the breakpoints 
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Enable/disable  
Activates and/or deactivates a set breakpoint. If you wish to avoid the 
program stopping at a breakpoint, you can disable that breakpoint. It 
remains set at the same position, but has no effect.  
Disable all  
Disables all set breakpoints.  
Edit  
A list of all set breakpoints is displayed. These can be edited here (de-
leted, enabled, disabled).  
Delete all  
All set breakpoints are deleted. 
----------------------- 
Reverse breakpoints (F9)  
Set a breakpoint, delete a set breakpoint. Place the cursor at the corre-
sponding line in the program and select “Reverse breakpoints.” 
----------------------- 
Local operating mode  
If this command is set, the work is being carried out locally. In that case, 
a program will not be downloaded to and started in the Xemo, but in-
stead will remain in and be started from the PC. In this mode, you can 
run tests without actually needing a Xemo.  
 
Xemo operating mode  
If this command is set, work is carried out in the Xemo and not locally.  
Xemo status  
Not yet implemented.   

 

10.9 “Xemo” menu  

 

Show status  
Not yet implemented 
Information  
Not yet implemented 
 
Direct command  
With this menu command, you can start the “Xemo!Go” program. Here 
you can work directly with the controller to test how the individual com-
mands affect the Xemo. 
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Fig. 54 Xemo!Go user surface 

 
Download to Xemo RAM  
Please see menu “Build / Download to RAM”, p. 60  
Download to Xemo ROM  
Please see menu “Build / Download to ROM”, p. 60  
Download XCode file to ROM  
Download a previously generated XCode file to the Xemo ROM (see 
“Build / XCode / Generate XCode file)  
 
Simulation mode  
This menu command is active when the local operating mode is being 
used.  
Xemo mode  
This menu command is active when the operating mode is NOT set to 
local.  

 
 Setup  

 
Fig. 55 Options in the submenu “Setup” 

  
 Firmware update  

With this command, you can overwrite the Xemo’s operating system. The 
following window then appears: 
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Fig. 56 Selection of the new firmware 

 

Remark 

You should use this program command only after consulting with SYS-
TEC, as it could destroy the remote control of your operating system. 

 

Remark 

For Xemo controllers with integrated Ethernet interface, you run a firm-
ware update using the program XemoUpdate.exe. It is with the appro-
priate version of the MotionBasic IDE, see Cape. 5.1, automatically in-
stalled on your computer. You can find this program in Win-
dows/Start/Systec/MotionBasic 6.5.6 or in the applications folder on C: /, 
where you have installed MotionBasic. 

 
 Communication  

Not yet implemented  
  
 Erase ROM  

The permanent storage memory of the Xemo controller is erased. 
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10.10 “Tools” menu  

 

Via “Show Xemo panel” in the “Tools” menu, you can call up an oper-
ating panel simulation or Xemo!Go and select presettings via “Options”. 

  
Xemo panel 
 

 
Fig. 57 Virtual display for testing the programming; in the upper left corner, you 

can choose between the display for Xemo R and Xemo B. 

  
 All of the user interface functions, i.e. input via the keys, show text on 

the display, or switch the LEDs can be simulated. The controller must not 
be connected, but the “local“ mode must be selected. (Extras / Options 
/ Interface)  

  
Xemo!Go Calls up the diagnostic tool Xemo!Go. For this purpose, the controller 

must be connected to your computer and be turned on.  
 
Fig. 54 shows the Xemo!Go user interface (Chap. 10.9), see Chap. 11, p. 
71, for an introduction and the Xemo!Go manual [SYSTEC775] for a de-
tailed description. 
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Options  
“Workspace“ option  

 
Fig. 58 Settings of the workspace 

  
 The list of the recently opened project and/or program files can be 

viewed in the “File” menu. In the dialog field “Workspace,” you can en-
ter the number of files which you wish to have displayed.  

  
“Communications” 
option  
 

 
Fig. 59 Selection and setting of the chosen communication type 

  
 In the dialog field “Communications,” you can click on the type of com-

munications (i.e. interface) to which the Xemo controller is to be at-
tached. The baud rate for the RS232 interface is defaulted at 19,200 
bauds. You should also set this value on your PC. Via the selection in 
“Execute mode,” you can determine whether you wish to test a Motion-
Basic project locally on the PC – “Local” setting – or whether you wish 
to make a connection to the controller (PC and controller must first be 
connected) – “Xemo” setting.  

 Also see chap. 8.1, p. 33. 
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“Format“ option  
 

 
Fig. 60 Sheet for setting the font 

  
 With the “Format” option, you can set the font kind and size for the 

individual MotionBasic windows.  
  
“Machine” option 

 
Fig. 61 Sheet regarding the size of the working plane and the resolution of your 

machine 

  
 Via the “machine” option, you can specify the size of the working plane, 

“limits”, and the resolution which you accept for your system (also see 
[SYSTEC717]). 
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10.11 “Windows” menu  

 

With the menu “Windows“, you can determine how program files are 
located on the monitor. In addition, all open program files are listed.  
Cascade 
The windows of the individual program files are displayed staggered be-
hind one another.  
Tile horizontally  
The windows of the individual programs are placed one above the other.  
Tile vertically  
The windows of the individual programs are placed one next to the 
other. 
----------------------- 
Windows… 
 

 
Fig. 62 Overview of all open windows 

 
A dialog window opens with a list of all open program files. The files can 
be selected and saved and/or closed.  
For these functions, you can mark one or more files at a time. 
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10.12 “Help” menu  

 

Content  
Here you will find online help for MotionBasic 6. You can target specific 
questions and problems. 
 

 
Fig. 63 Welcome page of the MotionBasic help 

 
You can also call this help up by marking text in your code and then 
hitting the function key “F1” to call up online help.  
 
If you have marked “main,” for example, and then hit “F1,” you will see 
the following window on your screen. 
 

 
Fig. 64 Call-up of a help entry regarding the marked word by pressing “F1”, here 

the example of the word “main” 

  
  
 About  

By clicking on this command, you get a display containing the present 
software numbers of your IDE, compiler, XemoDLL and Xemo!Go.   
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Whenever contacting Systec about problems, please always have these 
numbers available. In case of errors, it is even better if you copy this 
window and send it Systec via Email. 
 

 
Fig. 65 Display of the versioning 
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11 Online operation with Xemo!Go  

Manual operation 
with Xemo!Go 

In offline operation, you write your MotionBasic programs on the PC, 
transfer these to the Xemo controller and then start the controller up. In 
online operation with Xemo!Go, you enter individual commands, which 
are then instantly carried out.  
Likewise, you can change parameters, such as e.g. the velocity of an axis, 
and immediately check the effect. For test purposes, initializing or famil-
iarization, this mode of operation is very helpful. However, not all Mo-
tionBasic commandos are available during online operation. 

  
Xemo!Go and Mo-
tionBasic 

Xemo!Go can be called up directly from within MotionBasic by a click 
on the Xemo!Go icon. It does, however, function independently, so it 
does not matter if MotionBasic is active or not. To call Xemo!Go up, 
though, a controller must be connected to the PC. Without a controller, 
calling up the program makes no sense: an error message is displayed 
and Xemo!Go cannot be opened. 

 

11.1 Xemo!Go’s application window  

  

 
Fig. 66 Xemo!Go’s application window 
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 Xemo!Go’s application window is divided into five tabbed index cards 
at the top. Each index card has a specific functional area of the controller 
assigned to it.  
The individual functional areas are subdivided into axes, digital inputs 
and outputs, system data and expansion options.  
When you call up Xemo!Go, the controller’s status is read into the com-
puter and displayed in the application window. If the controller is in op-
eration and programs are being executed at that moment, the data dis-
played are those which were valid at the point in time when you called 
up Xemo!Go. 

  
 

11.2 Digital inputs and outputs  

Digital inputs and 
outputs in Xemo!Go  
 

 
Fig. 67 Index card – digital inputs and outputs 

  
Digital EA   In the upper left area of the “Digital EA” index card, you will see the field 

“Digital EA” with eight check-boxes for the inputs and outputs as well as 
the user LEDs. The numbering of those inputs and outputs corresponds 
to the controller’s socket boards X17 and X18.  
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You can now set an output by clicking on a check-box with the mouse. 
You can tell that the output has been set when the LED of that specific 
output lights up.  
The display of a check-box for an input is inverted as soon as an input 
signal is present.  
You can turn the user LEDs on and off by clicking on their check-boxes 
just as you do with those of the outputs. 

  
Axis inputs In the area “Axis inputs”, the digital inputs of the individual axes are dis-

played. You can recognize there if contact with end- or reference 
switches has been made. Likewise, the ready signal of each specific axis 
is shown. 

11.3 Axis settings and running commands  

Running an axis 
with Xemo!Go  
  
 

 
Fig. 68 Index card “One axis“ 

  
System parameters In the upper area of the index card “One axis,” you can see the values of 

the system parameters which have been allocated to an axis.  
Xemo!Go reads these values from the controller.  
If you have initialized the controller through your MotionBasic program, 
you will see in Xemo!Go the value allocations executed by the program.  
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If the controller is not initialized through a MotionBasic program, the de-
fault settings are used for the system parameters. These are displayed in 
Xemo!Go.  

 You can change the system parameters in Xemo!Go simply by overwriting 
the values in the individual fields. 

  
Running commands  Three index cards are located in the lowest area of the Xemo!Go window: 

Command entry, Move axes, and Hand control.  
Buttons for the MotionBasic process commands Rmove, Amove and Jog 
have been placed on the index card “Move axes.”  
Rmove means relative trajectory, Amove for absolute positioning and Jog 
for continuous motion of an axis. You do not have to enter these com-
mands; just insert the proper values.  
In the blank space to the right of the button Rmove, enter the value for a 
relative trajectory. After you click on the Rmove button, the axis will move 
from its present position along exactly this trajectory.  
In the blank space to the right of the “Amove” button, you enter the value 
for absolute positioning. After you click on the “Amove” button, the axis 
will move directly to that specific position.  
In the field belonging to the button “Jog,” you enter the velocity. After you 
click on the “Jog” button, the axis will move in continuous operation at 
this velocity. You can stop this motion by clicking on “Stop.”  
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12 Appendix 

12.1 Compatibility between MotionBasic 5 & MotionBasic 6 

 This chapter is intended for users who have used MotionBasic 5 – the 
version for the DOS operating system – to generate programs and/or who 
still use it today. 

  
 MotionBasic program files are compatible and, consequently, will run 

under MotionBasic 5 and/or 6. The project files, however, are not fully 
compatible.  
With MotionBasic 5, you cannot call up project files generated with Mo-
tionBasic 6, although you can access the individual program files.  
With MotionBasic 6, you can open MotionBasic 5 project files which can 
then be converted. During the conversion process, you will see an in-
quiry window through which you can confirm the conversion. 
 

 
Fig. 69 When opening, enquiry if the project is to be converted 

 
If you wish to leave the project file in its original version, simply save the 
converted file under a different name.  

 
Fig. 70 Trick used to retain an old version of your project 
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